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Sundowner at Punchbowl Social Stapleton
NEWH Top ID 2018
Industry News
What every Designer and Architect loves, and the new Punchbowl Social in Stapleton has all the details you need to blow your socks off! NEWH and the Design team from Punchbowl Social hosted our first Sundowner event on March 15th with an in depth tour of the new location. Megan Freckleton, Kelly Gavlick, and Frank graciously lead a group of 30+ eager members of the design community through the whimsical minds and space of these leading designers who have clearly honed their craft with the details in the design.

The process of designing with the original Air Traffic Control Tower of the former Stapleton Airport was no easy task, the intent was to preserve an important piece of Colorado History while marrying it with all the fantastic goods Punchbowl has been known to tender, and boy, did they ever! There is no lack of attention in the design team's ability to make this happen, the original walls of the tower were carefully removed (with fingers crossed and sleepless nights) as well some kept in place and incorporated into new spaces. No easy achievement on any project!

All the fine specifics are so apparent throughout the tour, down to the incredible wallpaper, gorgeous light fixtures, and drop-dead tile throughout the space, the feeling is fluid and engaging… to any demographic. Whether you are bowling, enjoying the vintage arcade, singing karaoke, getting your butt kicked in a game of Foosball or Ping-Pong, or simply enjoying a craft cocktail or fine cuisine….the flux of this new location is simply unparalleled. Get yourself over there and enjoy!
NEWH TopID 2018

The NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter is pleased to honor our esteemed 2018 TopID firms:

- Johnson Nathan Strohe
- Kimberly Timmons Interiors
- Rowland+Broughton Architecture | Urban Design | Interior Design

Each NEWH Chapter participates in this exciting program to promote the incredible Designer membership of the organization and to recognize the best in our industry. This is a prestigious honor determined by a firm’s quality design work in the hospitality industry along with membership and support of the local NEWH Chapter. Not only are these firms acknowledged by the local community as leaders in hospitality design, but we join in celebrating each of them internationally across the vast network of professionals in the industry!

The Rocky Mountain Chapter received a number of outstanding and highly competitive submissions for the 2018 TopID honor. We were thrilled to review such an impressive body of work from a wide breadth of local talent. To stand out in this crowd is not easy, but this year’s honorees do just that, and we look forward to highlighting each throughout the year!

Recent and notable works from our 2018 TopID firms include:

- Johnson Nathan Strohe
  - Halcyon, a Hotel in Cherry Creek
  - The Maven Hotel at Dairy Block
  - The Perry Hotel Key West

- Kimberly Timmons Interiors
  - Lucky Cat Fast Casual
  - Sandia Amenity Center
  - Timeshare Reno

- Rowland+Broughton Architecture | Urban Design | Interior Design
  - The Limelight Hotel, Ketchum
  - Breckenridge Residence Inn
  - Matsuhisa Denver

NEWH TopID firms are officially announced at BDNY in New York each year for all Chapters. A full list of winners is published in the Spring Edition of the NEWH Magazine. Once formally announced, the full list of firms is also featured on the NEWH website.

Locally, the Rocky Mountain Chapter also gathers for our annual awards night in the Spring where we will present the TopID Award and Certificates along with announce our annual student scholarship recipients in a night full of recognition and excellence in design and hospitality. Be sure to join us at the Haute Seat Event on April 25th to be a part of this incredible celebration!
Congratulations Blaire Weiser on being named One of the Boutique Design Magazine’s Boutique18 Class for 2018!

Congratulations Candice Spicer on your promotion to Senior Sales Executive with Brintons!

Congratulations JNS on receiving a Boutique Design Gold Key Award for Best Upscale Lobby for their project, The Perry Key West!
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Spotlight Edition
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Haute Seat
NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter

Please join Rocky Mountain NEWH at 5:30 on Wednesday, April 25th for our annual Haute Seat event, Spotlight Edition! An evening to celebrate the winners of the 2018 NEWH Rocky Mountain Student Scholarships, and recognize the local hospitality design firms who have received the 2018 NEWH Rocky Mountain Chapter TopID honor – Johnson Nathan Stahl, Kimberly Timmons Interiors, and Rowland+Broughton Architecture & Urban Design.

The event will be a night of design competition where design teams will work together to create a custom light shade out of vendor provided materials and a provided wire pendant. Contest winners will be selected by a guest judge panel for First Place, Best Use of Materials, and People’s Choice.

Artwork Network Gallery
878 Santa Fe Dr. Denver
5:30 ~ 8:30

Online Advanced Sale Tickets
- Students $10
- Members $35
- Non-Members $45

All Tickets at Door $55

Street parking available near venue and at a variety of local paid lots.

If you are interested in being on a team, forming a team, or sponsoring, please contact Sara Buck - sara.buck@emser.com
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